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A method for creating pseudopure states in NMR is described that combines spatial averaging and logical
labeling techniques. This method uses one labeling qubit and any desired pseudopure state of any number of
qubits can be created in the subsystem manifolds of the labeling qubit. The method uses a nonselectivep/2
radio frequency pulse on all the nonlabeling qubits to equalize the populations of all the states within each
subsystem, followed by a single transition-selectivep pulse on one of the transitions of the labeling qubit. The
transverse magnetization created during the process is destroyed by a magnetic field gradient pulse, yielding a
subsystem pseudopure state. The method is demonstrated experimentally on a system of three qubits.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum-information processing often needs to be
from a pure state. Examples are Shor’s factorizing algorit
@1# and Grover’s search algorithm@2#. In the case of nuclea
magnetic resonance~NMR! spectroscopy, the creation of
pure state requires unrealistic experimental conditions
near-zero temperatures or infinitely high magnetic fiel
However, one can mimic pure states by creating pseudo
states or effective pure states. Several methods have
proposed and implemented for creating pseudopure stat
NMR @3–20#. These include~i! spatial averaging@3,6#, ~ii !
temporal averaging@5#, and ~iii ! logical labeling @4,7,12#.
Spatial averaging is based on step by step creation of b
product matrices using radio frequency~rf! pulses and mag
netic field gradients, which finally lead to a pseudopure st
Temporal averaging is based on classical randomization
involves multiple experiments to achieve an effective p
state. The method does not use gradients and hence inv
no loss of magnetization. Logical labeling is based on
fact that, by performing suitable permutation operations
the total spin system, subsystems in the density matrix ca
reduced to pseudopure states@11#. This method requires an
ancillary spin for labeling. Many of the existing methods a
limited by the fact that the number of required rf pulses a
scalar coupling evolution periods increases rapidly with
crease in the number of qubits, which results in highly co
plicated pulse sequences and severe errors due to puls
perfections. For example, while the spatial averag
technique for creating a pseudopure state in a two-qubit
tem needs three rf and two gradient pulses and
J-evolution periods, for a three-qubit system it needs eigh
and four gradient pulses and threeJ-evolution periods@6#.
The logical labeling technique, on the other hand, produ
two two-qubit subsystem pseudopure states~e.g., 00 and 11!
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in a three-qubit system, utilizing two transition-selecti
pulses@12#. For a four-qubit system, this method would st
produce two-qubit subsystem pseudopure states~four of
them: e.g., 00,11,00,11! utilizing four transition-selective
pulses. In general, in the logical labeling method, the s
system dimension is limited by the number of equally pop
lated states, which for ann-qubit system isCn/2

n , yielding an
m-qubit pseudopure state wherem5 log2(11Cn/2

n ) @10#. For
heteronuclear systems, the situation is more complex and
ratio m/n is generally smaller. In the temporal averagin
technique for creating pseudopure states, the number of
periments increases exponentially to (2n21) @5#.

Here we propose a method for creating subsyst
pseudopure states that combines both spatial averaging
logical labeling techniques. The method is based on choo
an extra spin as a labeling spin, which divides the spin s
tem into two subsystems, equalizing the populations wit
each subsystem by applying ap/2 rf pulse on all the nonla-
beling spins, selectively inverting populations of one partic
lar transition of the labeling spin, and then applying a ma
netic field gradient to destroy all the coherences crea
during the process. The resulting longitudinal state yields
desired pseudopure state in the subsystem manifold~Fig. 1!.
This method needs only onep/2 pulse on the nonlabeling
spins, one transition-selectivep pulse on the labeling spin
and one gradient pulse to create any of the 2n pseudopure
states in any (n11)-qubit system.

THEORY

Consider an (n11)-spin systemI 0 ,I 1 ,I 2 , . . . ,I n , in
which spin I 0 is chosen as the labeling qubit. The dens
matrix of the spin system in thermal equilibrium can be wr
ten as

r5 (
s51

2n11

psus&^su, ~1!

whereps is the Boltzmann population for the stateus&. The
d-
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above expression can be rearranged into two parts co
sponding to the two statesu0& andu1& of the labeling qubit as

r5(
i 51

2n

pi
~0!u i &^ i u1(

j 51

2n

pj
~1!u j &^ j u, ~2!

where u i & and u j & are of the form u0i 1i 2••• i n& and
u1 j 1 j 2••• j n&, respectively. We call these two parts the
subsystem and 1 subsystem. The steps for creation
pseudopure states are shown in Fig. 1.

Starting from the thermal equilibrium, the first step is
equalize the populations of all the states within each s
system. This can be achieved by a nonselectivep/2 rf pulse
on all then nonlabeling spins@21#. All the off-diagonal terms
in the density matrix created by thep/2 pulse will be de-
stroyed by a subsequent magnetic field gradient pulse,
hence off-diagonal elements will not be considered in
following. The density matrix can then be written as

ra5(
i 51

2n

p(0)u i &^ i u1(
j 51

2n

p(1)u j &^ j u, ~3!

FIG. 1. Steps for creating pseudopure states by spatially a
aged logical labeling technique~SALLT!, which combines both
logical labeling and spatial averaging techniques. The 2n11 energy
levels of the (n11)-qubit system are divided into two subsystem
0 subsystem and 1 subsystem, depending on the 0 and 1 s
of the labeling qubit. The equilibrium density matrix (r) and
the deviation density matrices at various stag
(Dr,Dra ,Dra8 ,and Drb) are given in the right-hand side, and a
discussed in the text.I is the unit matrix andb i5g i\H0 /kT.
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where p(0) and p(1) are the average populations of the
subsystem and 1 subsystem, respectively given by

p(0)5~1/2n!(
i 51

2n

pi
~0!

and p(1)5~1/2n!(
j 51

2n

pj
~1! . ~4!

Since the two subsystems are shifted by the Zeeman en
DE of the labeling spin~see Fig. 3 below!,

p(0)2p(1)

p(0)
.

DE

kT
5

g l\H0

kT
, ~5!

whereg l is the gyromagnetic ratio of the labeling spin an
H0 is the magnetic field strength@22#. Any desired
pseudopure stateuk1k2•••kn& of the subsystems ca
now be created by interchanging the populations of sta
u0k1k2•••kn& and u1k1k2•••kn& by a transition-selectivep
pulse on the particular transition of the labeling spin. T
density matrix is then given by

rb5F ~p(1)2p(0)!uk(0)&^k(0)u1(
i 51

2n

p(0)u i &^ i uG
1F (p(0)2p(1))uk(1)&^k(1)u1(

j 51

2n

p(1)u j &^ j uG , ~6!

where k(0) and k(1) are, respectively,u0k1k2•••kn& and
u1k1k2•••kn&. The deviation density matricesDrb for the
two subsystems now correspond to pseudopure states
can be written as

Drb
(0)5~p(1)2p(0)!uk(0)&^k(0)u

and Drb
(1)5~p(0)2p(1)!uk(1)&^k(1)u. ~7!

Any desired pseudopure state of subsystems can thus be
ated for any number of qubits.

The circuit for creating pseudopure states by this meth
is given in Fig. 2. It may be remarked that here the Ha
amard gates have been utilized for equalizing the populat
of all the states within each subsystem rather than for cr
ing superpositions. This can also be achieved by pseu
Hadamard gates@23#, which can be implemented by apply
ing a singlep/2 pulse on all nonlabeling qubits. The creat
superposition is destroyed by a gradient pulse~crusher!. The
specialC-NOT gate corresponds to a labeling spin transitio
selectivep pulse applied on a transition connecting the sta
that correspond to the desired pseudopure states.

EXPERIMENT

The pulse scheme for creating pseudopure states by
method is given in Fig. 3. The experiment is demonstra
on a system of three weakly coupled1H nuclear spins of
2,3-dibromo propionic acid dissolved in chloroform at 300
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in a Bruker DRX 500 MHz spectrometer. The equilibriu
spectrum of the sample is shown in Fig. 4~a!. The three1H
nuclear spins are labeled asI 0 , I 1, andI 2, whereI 0 is chosen
as the labeling spin. Every transition of a spin between t
states is labeled by the states of the other two spins.

In the beginning, a singlep/2 rf pulse onI 1 and I 2 spins
is applied, which is followed by a transition-selectivep
pulse on one of the transitions of the labeling qubit. T
experiment is not sensitive to the angle imperfections of
p pulse as long as its selectivity is good. However, ma
mum magnetization will be obtained when the pulse cor
sponds to 180°, since this creates maximum difference
tween the average background population and the popula
of the pseudopure state. A final magnetic field gradient pu
destroys all the off-diagonal elements created by thep/2
pulse as well as by the nonideality of thep pulse. The gra-
dient pulse could also be applied immediately after thep/2
pulse. In that case, however, another gradient pulse woul
required at the end of the transition-selectivep pulse to re-
move the transverse magnetization created by the nonide
of the p pulse. The pseudopure state thus created is m
sured by a nonselective small-angle rf pulse, such that

FIG. 2. Circuit for creating pseudopure states by SALL
method. Initially Hadamard gates are applied on all the nonlabe
qubits to equalize the populations within the subsystems. A spe
controlled-NOT ~C-NOT! gate flips the state of the labeling spin on
for a desired pseudopure state of the nonlabeling spins~a normal
C-NOT gate leads to au111•••1& pseudopure state, and a spec
C-NOT gate can lead to a desired pseudopure state!. All the coher-
ences generated are destroyed by a crusher.

FIG. 3. Pulse sequence for creation of subsystem pseudo
states. Thep/2 pulse is applied on all the nonlabeling qub
I 1 ,I 2 , . . . ,I n and thep pulse is applied selectively on thekth tran-
sition of the labeling qubitI 0. The pulse field gradient (Gz) de-
stroys all the transverse magnetization. The density matrices a
stantsa andb are discussed in the text.
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intensity of a transition between two states is proportiona
the difference between the populations in the two states@21#.
The results are shown in Fig. 4, along with the energy-le
diagrams showing relative population deviations~relative de-
viation from a uniform background population!. Figure 4~b!
shows the energy-level diagram with relative population
viations after applying ap/2 pulse on the nonlabeling spins
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FIG. 4. The first column of the figure contains the energy-le
diagrams of a homonuclear three-spin system with the num
above and below the energy levels, respectively, indicating the r
tive population deviations and the states of the nonlabeling sp
The three spins correspond to three weakly coupled1H nuclei of
2,3-dibromo propionic acid dissolved in chloroform at 300 K in
Bruker DRX 500 spectrometer@12#. ~a! Equilibrium populations
and the corresponding spectra of the three spins.~b! The popula-
tions and the spectra obtained after applying ap/2 pulse on spinsI 1

and I 2, followed by a gradient pulse.~c!, ~d!, ~e!, and ~f! are the
populations and corresponding spectra for the pseudopure s
u00&,u01&,u10&, and u11&, respectively, obtained by applying sele
tive p pulses on transitions indicated by the arrows. All the spec
were obtained using a small-angle(9°) detection pulse of duration
0.86 ms. Thep/2 rf pulse onI 1 andI 2 was of Gaussian shape an
9 ms duration. The transition-selectivep pulse on one of the tran
sitions ~indicated by an arrow! I 0 was rectangular in shape and o
220 ms duration. A phase cycle (x,2x) was employed for the
transition-selective pulse to minimize the pulse imperfection
fects. The magnetic field gradient pulse was of duration 2 ms an
strength 30 G/cm.
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and the corresponding spectrum obtained by using a sm
angle detection pulse. Figures 4~c!, ~d!, ~e!, and ~f!, respec-
tively, correspond to the pseudopure statesu00&,u01&,u10&,
and u11&. The fidelity of the pseudopure states obtained
the present experiments is (9565)%. However, the fidelity
may not remain so high as the number of qubits increa
due to selectivity problems, scaling effects, and decohere
effects@24#.

It may be remarked that the labeling and nonlabel
qubits in the present case were1H spins. Therefore, the
p/2 pulse on nonlabeling qubits was a selective pulse
duration 9 ms. However, if the labeling spin is chosen to
a heteronuclear spin, thep/2 pulse on nonlabeling qubit
will become very short~of the order of a few microseconds!,
further improving the performance of this method. Als
if the nonlabeling spins are not of the same gyromagn
ratio, then more than onep/2 pulse will be required to equal
ize the populations. Recently another method has been
gested for creating pseudopure states in the subsystems
an ancillary qubit@15#. However, this method requires scal
coupling evolution periods, which are not used in o
method.
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CONCLUSIONS

Significant progress has been achieved toward quant
information processing by NMR by the use of spin- a
transition-selective pulses @12,13,17,25–28#. Further
progress toward the implementation of quantum algorith
requires efficient preparation of pseudopure states. This
per demonstrates a method of creating pseudopure stat
NMR using spin- and transition-selective pulses. The c
ation of pseudopure states of any number of qubits by
method is straightforward and requires the same pulse
quence without any increase in number of pulses or dela
yielding high fidelity subsystem pseudopure states. The s
ing of this method, however, is the same as that of the spa
averaging method.
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